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The constitutionality of compulsory apology has not received great attention in 
academia. Although some have discussed this issue, they mainly focused on the 
constitutionality of compulsory apology in the civil law, rather than in the criminal 
law. Previous literature did not figure out the relationship between freedom not to 
speak and freedom of conscience, and whether compulsory apology really infringes 
offender’s freedom not to speak or freedom of conscience. This paper will take the 
specific case of the compulsory apology as a breakthrough point. Controversies in the 
constitutionality of compulsory apology in terms of theories and practices are 
reviewed, and then, from the perspective of the constitution proportion principle in 
criminal law review , the regulation of compulsory apology is investigated, and finally 
standards in examing the constitutionality of compulsory apology to the standard are 
discussed. Subsequently, I will review the constitutionality of compulsory apology in 
civil and criminal laws. In my view, “compulsory apology” only asks offenders to 
apologize ritually, not wholeheartedly. But no matter in what way apology is defined, 
the core meaning of apology is “to admit mistakes”. Compulsory apologies in the civil 
law include publishing apologies on the newspaper, broadcasting apologies via the 
media, and writing letters of apology; Compulsory apologies in the criminal law 
include verbal apologies, writing letters of apology or confession and publishing 
apologies on the newspaper.  
In addition, the opinion that “shaming compulsory apology” and “non-shaming 
compulsory apology” should be distinguished, and that the former is unconstitutional 
while the latter is not, seem to be misunderstanding of “shaming sanctions” in the U.S. 
criminal law. Besides, it’s impossible and unnecessary to tell the difference. I believe 
that compelling an offender to apologize is to force him to “say sorry” and “admit 















But since freedom not to speak is based on freedom of conscience, it is obvious 
that a government action which infringes people’s freedom not to speak 
simultaneously infringes his freedom of conscience. Therefore, when a government 
action infringes one’s freedom not to speak and freedom of conscience, there is no 
reason to review freedom of conscience which is fuzzy and not written in our 
constitution. Moreover, freedom of conscience should be protected absolutely, in the 
same that human dignity is protected. In other words, government cannot infringe 
freedom of conscience on any grounds. Therefore, civil rights which are written in our 
constitution should be applied prior to freedom of conscience. Thus, in my point of 
view, a compulsory apology is to force someone to admit that his judgment is 
incorrect, which is a kind of compulsion of opinions. Therefore, we should adopt 
“strict scrutiny test” when examining a compulsory apology which is forced by the 
state. The purpose of compulsory private apology in civil law is not to repair victim’s 
reputation, but to revenge offenders. Thus, there are no relations between means and 
goal. Furthermore, repair of victim’s reputation does not seems like a compelling 
interest for compulsory apology in the civil law. Even if we admit it is constitutional 
on the review of goal, we can still find less restrictive means to achieve the goal. For 
instance, publishing correction announcement or verdict in the media. But because 
legislators suppose that compulsory apology is an equitable measure to repair victim’s 
reputation, related provisions are over-inclusive. In my opinion, we should include 
compulsory apology as an equitable means to repair victim’s reputation in civil law. 
On the other hand, the purpose of compulsory apology in criminal law is “restorative 
justice”. It’s truly a compelling interest, but since compulsory apology does not need 
wholeheartedness, it could not repair the relationship between victims and offenders. 
Thus, the relations between means and goals, do not fit the goal-and-means analysis.  
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① 宋祖德该向“奶奶”道歉 [EB/OL]. 
  http://epaper.jinghua.cn/html/2010-05/25/content_551814.htm,2012-03-07. 
② 宋祖德连续十天刊登道歉声明，欲求谢晋遗孀谅解 [EB/OL]. 




④ 《刑法》第 37 条：“对于犯罪情节轻微不需要判处刑罚的，可以免予刑事处罚，但是可以根据案件的不
同情况，予以训诫或者责令具结悔过、赔礼道歉、赔偿损失，或者由主管部门予以行政处罚或者行政处分。” 
⑤ 刑事和解：西方被称之为“加害人与被害人的和解”（victim-offender reconciliation，简称 VOA）
刑事和解在国外属于“修复性司法”的研究范畴（后文有详细的介绍)。 
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